S90 yamaha

Photo: Mark Ewing. Yamaha have taken a weighted keyboard from their latest digital pianos,
added high-quality piano samples and Motif sounds, and thrown in a playback sequencer and
arpeggiator, and master-keyboard facilities. Left to simmer, the S90 is the result Just as one can
count on Yamaha to continually revise and develop their core range of synthesizers and
keyboard workstations, it's also no surprise to see the company repackaging their existing
technology in the guise of a serious master keyboard. Such was the case with the S80 reviewed
in SOS February , which added a sober black casing, wood-effect end cheeks and an note,
weighted piano-action keyboard to a synth engine that was essentially a CS6X with additional
piano and keyboard waveforms and voices, plus master-keyboard functions. And here we are in
December , looking at the voice polyphonic S90, which offers similar master-keyboard facilities
to the S80, borrows sounds from the Motif range of synths, and adds a brand-new, three-layer
stereo piano sample set, plus a variety of acoustic and electric keyboard samples. There is an
note instrument in the Motif range â€” the Motif 8 â€” and the S90 offers that instrument's
Balanced Hammer Effect keyboard itself based on the action supplied with Yamaha's dedicated
digital pianos , but loses the Motif's sequencing and sampling functions. It does, however,
retain the Motif's arpeggiator â€” more of a phrase generator than anything â€” and grows a
number of new Voices and Performances based on the new waveforms. Physically, the S90 is
large, though not much larger than such a substantial keyboard action would warrant, and
rather heavy, at 23kg. It's supplied with plenty of buttons and sliders, which enable the synth's
operating system to be comprehensively accessed in conjunction with the large x dot LCD.
Rear-panel connectivity is a high point: the main stereo audio out is joined by a pair of
assignable outputs and the headphone socket why do few manufacturers apart from Korg
appear to put headphone sockets on the front of their instruments? While currently a little
expensive, this option is now more of a going concern since more third parties, and Yamaha
themselves, are finally supporting the protocol with compatible products. Round the back of the
S90, as befits a performance keyboard, there are two pairs of sockets for attaching footswitches
and pedals, plus a breath-controller input. As well as the headphones socket and dual pair of
analogue outputs, there's also an audio input and associated gain control. The right side of the
rear panel is where you interface with your computer, either via a Smart Media card, or the USB
connection. MIDI interfacing is possible with the usual five-pin trio of MIDI sockets, but also via
the blanking panel on the left where the optional mLAN card which can also carry digital audio
may be fitted. Although basic waveforms are always being modified or improved and effects
complements tinkered with, Yamaha's synth voice-generation system has tended to remain
similar of late. That means that the basic architecture of the S90 is essentially that of the
original Motif family not the new Motif ES range, which is due any day now. The waveform
collection on the S90 is identical bar some extra acoustic and electric keyboard waves, of which
more in a moment , and the factory voices are also similar, although again with new Voices and
Performances taking advantage of the uprated data. The S90 is structured in the usual
hierarchical fashion. Synthesis starts with an Element, which contains all the basics for
electronic sound production: an oscillator with one of sampled waveforms at its heart, tuning
and pitch-envelope parameters, a resonant filter available in no fewer than 21 types with filter
envelope, level and pan controls, and an amplitude EG and LFO that can be routed to the pitch
envelope, filter envelope and amplitude envelope. Up to four Elements make up an S90 Voice,
and those Elements can be given their own key and velocity ranges, making for a mini
'Performance'. However, if you use more than one Element in a Voice, the total polyphony drops
accordingly. In practice, the synthesis features are a little simpler, but filtering, pitch, tuning, the
LFO and so on are all available. Performance creation is related somewhat to the S90's
master-keyboard functions, which I'll address in a moment. Offsets can also be applied to
significant synth parameters for Voices within a Performance envelopes and filter response, for
example , so you don't have to keep creating new Voices every time you'd like a Performance
part to be just a little different. Sounds are selected using the buttons on the right, while
real-time control is afforded over them via the assignable sliders on the left. This standard
structure becomes a little more complicated if you install one or more of Yamaha's optional PLG
synth boards â€” the S90 can accommodate three â€” but only in that you'll have to become
used to a given board's synth-editing system, and that an S90 Performance can include one
Voice from each of up to three boards in addition to the four Voices sourced onboard there's
more on the PLG boards in the box above. The S90 is generously provisioned with factory
settings; Preset Voices and 48 Drum Kits, General MIDI Voices and one GM drum kit, and for the
user, Voice and 16 Drum Kit memories the latter are filled with factory settings when you take
delivery of the S90, but can be overwritten at any time. The S90 has a sophisticated search
facility that lumps similar Voices together, and clearly labelled buttons allow you to access and
audition related Voices via the display. Finally, there are factory Performance memories, but

these too can be overwritten by the user. More memories, preset and user, become available if
you install PLG boards. Behind another panel, the optional PLG boards may be installed. Photo:
Mark Ewing Up to three PLG 'modular synthesis' boards can be mounted inside the S90, adding
extra sound-making facities, increasing polyphony and upping the multitimbrality of the Seq
Play Mix mode, not to mention expanding a Performance to up to seven parts. The current range
is as follows:. The sound set of the S90 is essentially that of an original Motif, although over
30MB of extra wave ROM is given over to new acoustic and electric piano waveforms.
Consequently, the factory sound set is slightly different to allow for the many piano and
keyboard sounds. Yamaha have made a big deal out of the new stereo piano samples supplied
with the S On first examination, the deal is worth making: the pianos have presence and a lively
feel, and play well from the keyboard. The samples are also free from annoying artefacts such
as buzzy loops. On closer examination, however, the situation is less clear-cut. There don't
appear to be enough multisamples for a start, and so an artificial edge appears where some
samples have been keygrouped a bit further than they should. I occasionally found some of the
solo preset piano Voices to be a bit plummy, but tweaking edit settings did help here; in any
case, not all suffer from this problem. The three-layer split of the first piano in the set â€” 'A01
3LayerS' â€” is also a little disappointing: there is too much timbral contrast between layers,
especially the low- and mid-velocity layers. This contrast makes it very difficult to play a
convincing crescendo or decrescendo, as the timbral change at the crossover point spoils the
effect. So I wouldn't stick my neck out with the S90 on a solo classical gig. But in a pop or even
ensemble jazz context, the piano is genuine and convincing, sitting nicely in a mix, and adding
quite a sophisticated sheen, particularly to pop arrangements. I have fewer reservations about
the electric piano sounds: Yamaha usually get these right, and the S90 is no exception. Across
the board, they're wonderful to play, especially with this excellent keyboard. I liked the Motif's
sound set, so it's no surprise that I found the remaining S90 sounds to be well up to Yamaha's
high standard. The drums, basses, pads, and synth recreations are all worthy of praise. What's
more, if you crank up the volume, you'll notice the S90's really chunky bottom end, which bodes
well for dance and electronica work â€” although that might seem strange considering the
sober exterior of this particular instrument. And how do effects fit into this equation? Again,
these are largely the same as those on the original Motif. First of all, there are the Reverb and
Chorus send effects, available in all modes. Reverb offers 12 types, including all manner of
rooms and halls, plus 'Basement', 'Plate' and 'Canyon' amongst others. Chorus offers 25 effects,
with the usual suspects chorus, flange, and phasing joined by a number of straight and not so
straight delay effects. In Performance and sequencer-playback mode of which more in a
moment , a third send effect, Variation, is added; the options here number 25, ranging from
more chorus, flanging and phasing effects to distortion, auto-pan, amp simulation,
compression, EQs and enhancers. In addition, there are two insert effects that can be freely
assigned in parallel or serially to one or more Elements within a Voice. One insert duplicates the
25 effects offered by the Variation effect, whilst the other offers effects that really do cover all
the bases, including off-the-wall treatments such as 'Digital Turntable', 'Attack Lo-Fi', 'Low
Resolution', 'Digital Scratch', and 'Talking Modulator'. Lastly, there's a five-band Master EQ
section across the S90's main output. It's a bit of a surprise to see the Motif's arpeggiator
making the crossing to the S90, though the surprise is entirely pleasant! I like arpeggiators, and
this one is about as good as they get. In fact, it's so sophisticated that it moves rather too far
from classic arpeggiation to 'instant-gratification' auto-accompaniment. Still, everything has its
place. There are preset arpeggio patterns, and the standard broken-chord patterns are joined by
a huge number of what can only be dubbed phrases. These suit different musical styles and
instrument types, so you have trills, flute flutters, guitar picking and strums, dance bass
grooves and drum patterns. There is unfortunately no way of creating your own arpeggiation
patterns, although those created on the Motif can apparently be imported into the S90 if they've
been saved to a Smart Media card first. But the response of the arpeggiation can be tweaked a
little. It can be restricted to a given note or velocity range, for example, and the velocity
response and gate time can be altered. A global tempo can also be set, and the arpeggiator can,
of course, be sync'ed to incoming MIDI Clock. In Performance mode, the arpeggiator can be
switched in or out for each part, but it's not possible to have a different pattern for each part.
The S90 lacks a fully featured sequencer, and thus lacks what might be dubbed a 'Song' mode
on a workstation synth. It does, as previously noted, offer a playback sequencer, and it's in this
mode that you find the instrument's multitimbral setup. And it's here that you also play the S90
multitimbrally from an external sequencer. A button labelled 'Seq Play' takes you into the
sequencer-playback mode, which is where you can load and play MIDI files from Smart Media
cards located in the S90's rear-panel card slot. Function key 6 in this window is labelled 'Mix'
and accesses a pretty fully featured set of mixer pages. On the basic S90 ie. Other sub-windows

of the Mix page allow you to tweak the sends to the reverb, chorus and variation effects, set up
the audio input, and select Voices for each part to play. The S90's Category search facility can
also be used here. Initially, it appears that there are no memories for Seq Play Mix setups, but
closer examination reveals a Template window. Here, not only can you select from a handful of
factory mix templates aimed at various musical styles, but you can save your own Templates
which consist of Voice assignments, levels, effects settings and so on for recall at a later time.
There are 50 locations, and all can be named and overwritten by the user. Usefully, it's also
possible to quickly send all the settings of a Template as a bulk dump to an external sequencer,
so that they can be recorded at the beginning of a MIDI file for instant reconfiguration of the S90
whenever that Song is selected. In addition, your custom Voices and Performances can be
saved to Smart Media card without you having to bother with the computer. If I have one niggle
with the S90's multitimbral setup, it's that busy sequences heavy in controller data can cause
the sequencer to 'choke' and slow down. Pressing some front-panel buttons during playback
â€” such as you might to search for new Voices in the Mix Template â€” can also cause small
hiccups during a busy performance. More normal sequences, with a bit of restraint on the
controller front, work flawlessly. Photo: Mark Ewing Yamaha are nothing if not generous with
the freebies they supply with their instruments these days, and the S90 is no exception. Central
to the suite of software bundled with this instrument is the Voice Editor for S90 application
shown right , for both Mac and Windows, which provides detailed and graphical access to all
Voice parameters, plus easy computer-based offlining of banks of your custom Voices. The only
thing you can really moan about is that you can only load up the Voices from the User bank, and
that it's not possible to edit Performances. File Utility is also cross-platform, allowing files to be
sent to and extracted from a Smart Media card slotted in the S USB drivers for both platforms
are also supplied, as are setup files that allow various mix parameters and transports of some
popular MIDI sequencers, such as Cubase, Logic and Sonar, to be controlled from the S There
is more for PC users, though: they gain SQ01, a full sequencing software package, and the
matching Auto Arranger utility that works in tandem with SQ Quite independently of its
synthesis facilities and effects, a lot of people will be looking at an instrument like the S90 just
for the quality of its keyboard and the potential offered by its control set and master-keyboard
functions. First of all, I'll just say that I found playing the keyboard a pleasure. It's perhaps a
little lighter than the real thing, but allows you to access the maximum expressiveness from the
new piano sample set. It's not quite the same as a real piano feel, but it's close, and provides a
good halfway-house for someone who spends most of their time working with lightweight,
plasticky synth keyboards. Personally, I do find there's an adjustment period, but my fingers
don't get as tired on the S90 keyboard as they do on a real piano, and they become used to the
action much more quickly. The keyboard is great for playing all manner of piano Voices, but it
can be a slightly disconcerting experience to play more straight-ahead synth Voices and trigger
drum sounds from such a substantial keyboard â€” as it is with any weighted keyboard of this
type. As a source of real-time control, the S90 scores well, starting with velocity and aftertouch
sensitivity, pitch-bend and mod wheels which are located in a slightly odd but still accessible
area of the front panel , a pair each of footswitch and footpedal sockets, breath-controller input,
and four control sliders. The latter can address up to 20 parameters between them, courtesy of
a handy 'Control Function' button. Beyond this, the S90 functions as a four-zone master
keyboard, capable of addressing onboard Voices or sounds from external instruments,
depending on what you wish to achieve. There are memories in which to save master-keyboard
setups, though a Master Mode memory could be something as simple as just one Voice
assigned to the whole keyboard. Used in this way, you can create your own little sub-set of the
onboard Voice library for even easier access than when using the Category search option. One
small point: a lot of synths and keyboards that I play 'auto-sense' the polarity of the footswitch
being used for sustain-pedal functions, or have a 'utility' menu item that lets you choose one or
the other. Not the S The footswitch I had to hand needed a quick solder job to function with this
synth! And while I'm at it, the manual also has to be the subject of some criticism. It appears to
be trying very hard to be clear and well-organised, but it fails. In a manual of over pages, 32
pages are given over to a Basic Section, and another 60 or so are gathered together as a Quick
Guide! Overall, the S90 is a great instrument â€” fabulous to play, producing a great sound that
could stand its own in almost any musical setting from club muso on stage to dance jockey in
search of something a bit more ambitious. It'll also impress clients in any studio setting. I would
have preferred to be more bowled over by the new piano samples, but you can't have
everything. And in any case, they may suit you down to the ground â€” they certainly work in
many contexts, just not a solo classical recital! The effects complement seems a little stingy
compared with what's usual these days, but the quality is very good. Apart from small niggles
like the manual, it's hard to be negative about the S My feeling is that it would sit well at the

centre of a stage or studio rig, and offers a level of playability that's unreachable with a plastic
synth keyboard. The S90 is a good all-rounder and should suit discerning studio musicians as
much as on-stage performers who require a little bit more from their main keyboard. It looks like
good value, too, packing a lot of synth into a solid and serious package. This isn't a synth as
such, but can be used with a vocalist singing into a mic plugged into the S90's audio input for
real-time harmony generation. The Arpeggiation Station It's a bit of a surprise to see the Motif's
arpeggiator making the crossing to the S90, though the surprise is entirely pleasant! Free
Software Photo: Mark Ewing Yamaha are nothing if not generous with the freebies they supply
with their instruments these days, and the S90 is no exception. Pros Great piano action. Good
all-round sound set. Useful master-keyboard functions. Smart Media card data storage. Free
voice-editing software. Cons Arpeggiator not editable. Playback-only sequencer. Sequencer
struggles when presented with controller-heavy data. Summary The S90 is a good all-rounder
and should suit discerning studio musicians as much as on-stage performers who require a
little bit more from their main keyboard. Previous article Next article. New forum posts Re:
Multitrack recorder? I bet you haven't seen this q Recent topics Multitrack recorder? I bet you
haven't seen this quest Moog where are you? Class A Preamp into Any recommendations on
books about "mixing"? You may login with either your assigned username or your e-mail
address. The password field is case sensitive. When the Yamaha S90 was released in August , it
marked a huge step in digital piano and synthesis technology. The mod wheels, real-time
sliders, and pitch bend flaunt S90 synth side. Additionally, the Yamaha S90 offers notes of
polyphony excluding the extra polyphony one can add with any plug-in expansion boards , and
well over programs using the MB high-quality waveforms driven from the AWM2 24 bit DSP
chip. The S90ES keeps familiar menus, like, voice, master, and performance modes for
modifying your sound settings. The S90ES sound banks are structured very much alike.
Yamaha S90 keyboard action is a well-balanced hammer mechanism with aftertouch. We loved
the design of this keyboard; its sleek response gives the musician a broad dynamic selection of
volume. Piano, Organ, Keyboard, etc. The piano samples were recorded in the Yamaha S grand
piano. We performed research around the S and could not find any information and concluded
the S is a piano Yamaha developed for sampling purposes only. Only a discerning ear will
differentiate this piano from the real thing. S90ES synthesizes sympathetic resonance effects
while allowing you to use half-damper pedaling with the optionally available Yamaha FC3
damper pedal. The other sounds that fascinated us were the electric pianos, pads, strings,
synth leads and orchestral instruments. Yamaha even programmed controllers like the mod
wheel, aftertouch and data sliders into most of the sound bank programs, building a wealth of
playable sounds for creating new song ideas. The Yamaha S90 is flexible enough to let you
program the controllers to affect one or a number of parameters of your programs
simultaneously. For instance, you could designate the mod wheel to master panning and LFO
pitch depth, thus letting you simultaneously perform panning and control pitch depth with one
controller. Yamaha designed pre-assigned functions to the sliders. However, when you press
the TONE button, the sliders will control attack, resonance, cutoff and release parameters. How
cool? Make use of this function to make a library of upto songs, all of which can be promptly
called up on the touch of a button-great for live shows! Chain playback is likewise possible. For
those who have an external sequencer, the S90ES could be used as a multitimbral tone
generator. Yamaha S90 has the nicest 88 weighted key actions we have seen on Yamaha
keyboards. The piano sounds are strikingly gorgeous and playable-we could not stop playing
them! Besides the pianos, the other sounds are just what you would expect from Motifs without
the Motif price tag. It could also be nice if Yamaha introduced an S90ES rack module in the
future for those who have already got a dedicated 88 key controller. The Yamaha S90 is great for
professional musicians who need a piano and synth controller that they can use as their main
instrument in their studio while being portable enough to be placed on the backseat of a Honda
when necessary. The S90ES is an ideal balance between digital piano and synthesizer. Click to
rate this Article! Related Posts. About The Author bestdigitalpiano. The S90 provides 88 fully
weighted keys, the number equivalent to a standard piano , emulating the pianistic mechanism.
There are normal e. The S90 also includes standard GM presets. User presets are normal and 16
drum kits. Presets may be expanded through up to three plug-in boards allowing a bank of 64
presets for each plug-in slot. The S90 can be expanded through plug-in boards at three plug-in
slots, thus providing additional presets, polyphony, effects and synthesizer functionality. Also,
a memory slot is included for SmartMedia 3. The S90 is a large black synthesizer with brown
side panels and might give the impression of a digital synthesizer with its green display. Pitch
bend and modulation wheels are placed above the keyboard aligned to the left. Imperial,
English, United States customary, etc. Weight lbs. Front Panel The front panel features a
standard setup of a pitch bend wheel, a modulation wheel and a master volume slider. In

addition there are four assignable control sliders and one 'rotary encoder'. From Wikipedia, the
free encyclopedia. Redirected from S90 Yamaha. Bax Music in French. Retrieved Sound On
Sound. December Archived from the original on 8 June Yamaha musical instruments.
Categories : Yamaha synthesizers Polyphonic synthesizers Digital synthesizers. Hidden
categories: CS1 French-language sources fr. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View
history. Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF
Printable version. Polski Edit links. Yamaha S90 ES on stage. At the point when the Yamaha S
was discharged in August , it denoted a tremendous advance in digital piano and blend
innovation. The piano keyboard runs on the new multi-speed, the sound system great piano
example with soundboard reproduction and half hosing when joined with the FC3 pedal that is
rich and unfathomably sensible. The mod wheels, continuous sliders, and pitch twist display
the S90 synth side. Furthermore, the Yamaha S offers notes of polyphony barring the additional
polyphony one can include with any module extension sheets , and well more than projects
utilizing the MB great waveforms driven from the AWM2 24 piece DSP chip. The S90ES keeps
recognizable menus, similar to, voice, ace, and execution modes for changing your sound
settings. The S90ES sound banks are organized especially indistinguishable. Yamaha S
keyboard activity is an even mallet component with aftertouch. We cherished the structure of
this keyboard; its smooth reaction gives the artist a wide powerful choice of volume. The
current range is as per the following:. That implies that the fundamental engineering of the S90
is basically that of the first Motif family not the new Motif ES run, which is expected any day
now. The waveform assortment on the S90 is indistinguishable bar some additional acoustic
and electric keyboard waves, of which more in a second , and the production line voices are
likewise comparable, albeit again with new Voices and Performances exploiting the uprated
information. The S90 is organized in the typical various leveled style. Combination begins with
an Element, which contains all the nuts and bolts for electronic sound creation:. An oscillator
with one of inspected waveforms at its heart, tuning and pitch-envelope boundaries, a full
channel accessible in no less than 21 kinds with channel envelope, level, and dish controls, and
an abundancy EG and LFO that can be directed to the pitch envelope, channel envelope, and
plentifulness envelope. Be that as it may, on the off chance that you utilize more than one
Element in a Voice, the all-out polyphony drops in like manner. By and by, the union highlights
are somewhat less difficult, yet separating, pitch, tuning, the LFO, etc are on the whole
accessible. Next, we have the Performance, whereby up to four Voices are layered, with or
without speed exchanging, as well as split over the keyboard. The S90 is liberally provisioned
with industrial facility settings; Preset Voices and 48 Drum Kits, General MIDI Voices and one
GM drum unit, and for the client, Voice and 16 Drum Kit recollections the last are loaded up with
processing plant settings when you take conveyance of the S90, however, can be overwritten
whenever. The S90 has a complex pursuit office that knots comparable Voices together, and
unmistakably marked catches permit you to access and tryout related Voices through the
showcase. At last, there are industrial facility Performance recollections, yet these too can be
overwritten by the client. More recollections, preset and client, become accessible in the event
that you introduce PLG sheets. The sound arrangement of the S90 is basically that of a unique
Motif, albeit over 30MB of additional wave ROM is offered over to new acoustic and electric
piano waveforms. Thusly, the production line sound set is somewhat unique to take into
account the numerous piano and keyboard sounds. Yamaha has overplayed the new sound
system piano examples provided with the S On first assessment, the arrangement merits
making: the pianos have nearness and an energetic vibe, and play well from the keyboard. The
examples are likewise liberated from irritating antiquities, for example, buzzy circles. On closer
assessment, be that as it may, the circumstance is less obvious. I every so often discovered a
portion of the independent preset piano Voices to be somewhat plummy, however tweaking
alter settings helped here; regardless, not all experience the ill effects of this issue. This
difference makes it exceptionally hard to play a persuading crescendo or decrescendo, as the
timbral change at the hybrid point ruins the impact. Be that as it may, in a pop or even troupe
jazz setting, the piano is certified and persuading, sitting pleasantly in a blend, and including a
significantly refined sheen, especially to pop plans. I have fewer misgivings about the electric
piano sounds: Yamaha generally get these right, and the S90 is no special case. The drums,
basses, cushions, and synth diversions are for the most part deserving of acclaim. Once more,
these are to a great extent equivalent to those on the first Motif. Above all else, there are the
Reverb and Chorus send impacts, accessible in all modes. Chorale offers 25 impacts, with the
typical suspects melody, spine, and staging joined by various straight and not all that straight
defer impacts. In the Performance and sequencer-playback method of which more in a second ,
a third send impact, Variation, is included; the choices here number 25, extending from more
theme, flanging, and staging impacts to bending, auto-dish, amp reproduction, pressure, EQs

and enhancers. Likewise, there are two additional impacts that can be unreservedly allocated in
equal or sequentially to at least one Elements inside a Voice. One addition copies the 25
impacts offered by the Variation impact, while different offers impacts that truly consider every
contingency, including off-the-divider medicines, for example,. The piano examples were
recorded in the Yamaha S thousand piano. Just an insightful ear will separate this piano from
the genuine article. S90ES blends thoughtful reverberation impacts while permitting you to
utilize half-damper accelerating with the alternatively accessible Yamaha FC3 damper pedal.
Different sounds that captivated us were the electric pianos, cushions, strings, synth leads, and
symphonic instruments. Yamaha even modified regulators like the mod wheel, aftertouch, and
information sliders into the greater part of the soundbank programs, constructing an
abundance of playable sounds for making new tune thoughts. Some may state the proportion of
an extraordinary keyboard is its capacity to convey everything necessary and may be
considerably more than is required. It contains so much data that it would be useful if Yamaha
provided extra content only for fundamental use. With the S90 there are no squandered patches.
The piano and electric piano Rhodes to Wurlitzer patches are credible, some with extraordinary
prong and ringer tones. The strings and metal sounds are phat, and the symphony patches are
sufficiently practical. The impacts are very careful, with 12 kinds of reverb and twice the same
number of ensemble settings. The backboard has an assortment of associations. There is
likewise a breath regulator, for the wannabe horn player. There are additional sound jacks for
independently controlling the blend while in execution mode. The voice mode plays, alters, and
saves chosen voices. The exhibition mode comprises up to four sections that can be played all
the while from the board, in layers or exceptional key parts. You can likewise oversee
documents with a record utility program utilizing the S90 memory card. I played around with the
arpeggio work, which consequently triggers preset arpeggio phrases. The prearranged drum
circles cover a wide scope of styles and incorporate instrument licks that add a refining impact.
The S90 is certainly not a straightforward instrument. Finding a specific component or capacity
might be trying from the start. On the gig, this is an unquestionable requirement. Simply press
the most loved catch and you are there. Also, the S90 has four sliders that let you change
channels, levels, impacts, and so forth while you are playing. This is cool until it gets addictive.
I like arpeggiators, and this one is about in the same class as they get. All things considered,
everything has its place. There are preset arpeggio designs, and the standard broken-harmony
designs are joined by a colossal number of what must be named phrases. These suit distinctive
melodic styles and instrument types, so you have trills, woodwind vacillates, guitar picking and
plays, move bass notches, and drum designs. In any case, the reaction of the arpeggiation can
be changed a bit. It very well may be limited to a given note or speed run, for instance, and the
speedy reaction and door time can be changed. A worldwide rhythm can likewise be set, and
the arpeggiator can, obviously, be synced to approaching MIDI Clock. On the essential S90 ie.
Other sub-windows of the Mix page permit you to change the sends to the reverb, chorale, and
variety impacts, set up the sound info, and select Voices for each part to play. At first,
apparently there are no recollections for Seq Play Mix arrangements, however, closer
assessment uncovers a Template window. Here, not exclusively would you be able to choose
from a bunch of manufacturing plant blend layouts focused on different melodic styles,
however,. You can spare your own Templates which comprise Voice tasks, levels, impacts
settings, etc for review sometime in the not too distant future. There are 50 areas, and all can be
named and overwritten by the client. Squeezing some front-board catches during playback â€”,
for example, you may scan for new Voices in the Mix Template â€” can likewise cause little
hiccups during a bustling presentation. Progressively ordinary successions, with a touch of
limitation on the controller front, work perfectly. Yamaha is nothing if not liberal with the
complimentary gifts they gracefully with their instruments nowadays, and the S90 is no special
case. Fundamental to the set-up of programming packaged with this instrument is the Voice
Editor for S90 application indicated right , for both Mac and Windows, which gives nitty-gritty
and graphical access to all Voice boundaries, in addition to simple PC based offlining of banks
of your custom Voices. Document Utility is additionally cross-stage, permitting records to be
sent to and removed from a Smart Media card opened in the S USB drivers for the two stages
are additionally provided, as are arrangement documents that permit different blend boundaries
and transports of some well known MIDI sequencers, for example, Cubase, Logic, and Sonar, to
be controlled from the S There is more for PC clients, however: they gain SQ01, a full
sequencing programming bundle, and the coordinating Auto Arranger utility that works couple
with SQ The Yamaha S90 is adaptable enough to let you program the controllers to influence
one or various boundaries of your projects at the same time. For example, you could assign the
mod wheel to ace panning and LFO pitch profundity, in this way letting you all the while perform
panning and control pitch profundity with one controller. Yamaha structured pre-allocated

capacities to the sliders. Be that as it may, when you press the TONE button, the sliders will
control assault, reverberation, cutoff, and discharge boundaries. How cool? Utilize this capacity
to make a library of up to melodies, which can all be instantly called upon the bit of a catch
incredible for live shows! Chain playback is in like manner conceivable. For the individuals who
have an outer sequencer, the S90ES could be utilized as a multitimbral tone generator. The
Yamaha SES incorporates an arpeggiator with well more than styles, 3 openings for upgrading
the S90ES sounds utilizing the alternatively accessible measured blend module sheets, and the
mLAN16E board that adequately stations your MIDI and sound information to one IEEE
association annihilating the requirement for heaps of links. You can see the product manual
here. The piano sounds are strikingly exquisite and playable-we were unable to quit playing
them! Other than the pianos, different sounds are exactly what you would anticipate from Motifs
without the Motif sticker price. We adored the adaptability and expandability on the S90ES
alongside its lightweight; all things considered, we anticipated that it should,. It could likewise
be pleasant if Yamaha presented an S90ES rack module later on for the individuals who have
just got a devoted 88 key midi controller. The Yamaha S is extraordinary for proficient artists
who need a piano and synth controller that they can use as their fundamental instrument in
their studio while being sufficiently compact to be put on the rearward sitting arrangement of a
Honda when essential. The S90ES is a perfect harmony between digital piano and synthesizer.
This article contains affiliate links. We take our time to carefully study the products and services
that we review and recommend. Top Best Yamaha S90 Review At the point when the Yamaha S
was discharged in August , it denoted a tremendous advance in digital piano and blend
innovation. Best new substitution for the Yamaha ssx is the MX88 Yamaha : The piano keyboard
runs on the new multi-speed, the sound system great piano example with soundboard
reproduction and half hosing when joined with the FC3 pedal that is rich and unfathomably
sensible. Yamaha S Features. Okdigitalitfirm Yamaha yamaha keyboard s90 , Yamaha s90 ,
yamaha s90 es , yamaha s90 manual , yamaha s90 specs , yamaha s90 tutorial , yamaha s90 vs
s90es , yamaha s90 vst , yamaha s90es , yamaha s90es sound list , yamaha s90xs review.
Besides, I do Affiliate Marketing. Affiliate Disclosure: This article contains affiliate links. Table of
Contents. Power user: working with and understanding physical controllers 11 pages. Page 2:
Special Message Section Implied warranties may also be affected. Page 3: Important Safety
Instructions Some of these items are designed to be dealer assembled or installed. Benches
supplied by Yamaha are designed for seating only. No other uses are recommended. Page 4
Yamaha service personnel. Page 5 If you experience any hearing loss or ringing in the ears,
consult a physician. Always turn the power off when the instrument is not in use. In order to get
the most out of your new S90 and its sophisticated functions, we suggest you read through this
manual thoroughly. Also keep it in a safe, convenient place so that you can regularly refer to it
when necessary. Basics Section page 12 This section provides an overview of the main
functions and features of the S90 and introduces you to the basic operating conventions. Quick
Guide page 36 This section explains how to use the basic functions. Page Connections Before
connecting the S90 to other electronic components, turn off the power to all the components.
Before turning the power on or off to all components, set all volume levels to minimum 0.
Otherwise, electrical shock or damage to the components may occur. Likewise, you can use an
external MIDI device such as a keyboard or sequencer to control the sounds on the S Below are
several different MIDI connection examples; Page Demo Playback Demo Playback The S90
features a variety of demo songs, showcasing its dynamic sound and sophisticated functions.
This section gives you an overview of these features. Memory Card Load Page 21 S90 at the
factory. Up to three Plug-in Boards can be installed to the S90 see box below for available
boards. Page Maximum Polyphony Multi-Part Plug-in Boards let you expand the voice
polyphony of the S90 by giving you a full 16 independent instrumental parts. By using this type
of board to play back sequencer tracks, you can reserve the maximum polyphony of the S90 for
your keyboard performance. Parts are not used. Output The sequencer block is not available in
the Performance mode. Parts and are not used. Output Overview of the S Effects Utilizing
sophisticated DSP digital signal processing technology, the effects of the S90 can be used to
change or enhance the sound. In the Voice Play mode page 36 , you can select and play any of
these Voices. Performances, on the other hand, combine Voices in various ways. Each Element
itself is a high-quality waveform or instrument sound. Elements are made from waveforms, and
the quality of the Elements is high enough that each can be used on its own as a voice. Modes
The S90 is organized into various modes, each covering a different set of operations and
functions. To enter each of these modes, use the appropriate MODE button. In the Sequence
Play mode, there is a Mixing mode. To enter the Mixing mode, press the [F6] button while
selecting the Sequence play mode. Page Selecting Functions And Parameters Selecting
Functions and Parameters Each mode described above contains various displays, with various

functions and parameters. To navigate your way through these displays and select a desired
function, use the [F1] - [F6] buttons and the [SF1] - [SF5] buttons. When you select a mode, the
available displays or menus appear directly above the buttons at the bottom of the display as
shown below. This lets you actually execute the operation or cancel it if desired. Page 34 Note
Key settings Several S90 parameters let you set a key range for a function â€” for example, in
setting up a keyboard split â€” by specifying certain note values. Page 35 Using the Character
List In steps 2 and 3 above, you can use the special pop- up Character List, which shows you all
the available characters, making it exceptionally easy to enter names and text. Naturally, you
can edit these and overwrite them if you want. You can also restore them to the original factory
set from the Utility Job page Page 37 3 Select a Voice Group. Voices in each Bank are divided
into Groups [A] - [H]. Select the desired Group, and all the Voices of that Group are shown in the
display. Page Using The Category Search Function Using the Category Search function The S90
features a powerful Category Search function that gives you quick access to the sounds you
want, irrespective of their bank locations. Simply select a voice category, such as A. Select any
voice you want, from any desired category, and enter each to the Favorites Category. Page 40
These values differ depending on the installed Plug-in board n This display is available only
when the Plug-in board is installed to the S90 and the Plug-in voice is selected. Selecting a
Performance 3. Move the cursor to the desired part and select a voice by pressing the [F1] or
[F2] button. This function automatically triggers preset arpeggio phrases, according to the keys
you play. You can also set the Arpeggio playback method, Velocity range and Play Effects to
create your own original grooves. You can change the tempo of Arpeggio as desired. The
Arpeggio function is available in all modes. The explanation below applies to the Performance
Play mode. Page 47 4 Set the Tempo for Arpeggio playback. Move the cursor to the Tempo
parameter and set it. Move the cursor to the Velocity Limit parameter and set it. Low Limit High
Limit The Arpeggio is played back only when the key is played at a velocity within this range
stronger than normal. Page Using As A Master Keyboard You can use it to memorize the
operations you use most often in each mode, and call them up instantly anytime you need them
with a single button press. The S90 has space for a total of of your own User Master settings.
Master number In the lower range B2 and lower , a bass voice and cymbal voice will sound. This
enables the data played only in Zone 1 to affect the S90 voices; other Zones will not play the S
Not only is it equipped with the conventional Pitch Bend and Modulation Wheels, it also features
special sliders â€” and has an additional set of rear-panel jacks for connecting foot controllers
and footswitches. Page 55 Control Sets Voice Common Edit [F4] Keyboard aftertouch, the
controllers and some of the sliders on the front panel can be assigned to control various
parameters other than the ones set as defaults, as explained on page Page Voice Edit The
following procedure shows you the fundamentals in creating and editing Voices. Of course, this
is just one example; you are free to set any parameters in any way you like. Details about each
parameter are given in the Reference section of this manual page Use Common Edit to edit the
settings common to all four Elements. Here, the parameters common to all Elements are
explained. Cutoff frequency Level Distance The cutoff frequency can be set directly on the
display. The S90 features two Insertion effect systems â€” one with a total of internal effect
types and the other with Select the part to which the Insertion effect is applied from parts and
Plug-in parts The connection type depends on the setting of the Voice assigned to the selected
part. Page 72 Plug-in boards and the mLAN8E are stored only to the memory on those
respective devices, and not to the User memory of the S Because of this, the Factory Set
operation cannot be used to restore settings for those After editing, up to 64 Plug-in voices for
each Plug- in slot can be stored. Editing and saving Board voices Included among the Board
voices is a special set of voices â€” Set this to on. Page Mixing Mode Plug-in parts 1 - 3 for
installed single-part boards or Plug-in parts 17 for installed multi-part boards. Page 78 3 Select a
display for the parts you wish to mix by using the [F6] button. Page Using Memory Cards Card.
Do not reuse the seal that is peeled off. Data Backup For maximum data security Yamaha
recommends that you keep two copies of important data on separate Memory Cards. This gives
you a backup if one Memory Card is lost or damaged. Page 83 Current selected in the Card
mode. Page 84 The explanations here apply to step 2 of the Basic Procedure on page Before
you can use a new Memory Card with the S90, you will need to format it. Use this operation to
format the memory card and assign a Volume Label to it. While the data is being saved, do not
eject the Memory Card or turn off the power of the S Page 86 Never eject the Memory Card or
turn off the power of the S90 while data is being loaded. Loading data to the S90 automatically
erases and replaces any existing data in the User memory. Page Touch Sensitivity Touch
Sensitivity Different types of keyboard sensitivity can be selected to match different playing
styles and preferences. Page Function Tree Function Tree The Reference Numbers let you
easily and quickly cross-reference the corresponding parameters in the Parameter Table page

92 and Reference section page For more on the Information display, see page 33; for more on
the Category Search function, see page Page 89 Function Parameter Name Ref. Page 90
Function Parameter Name Ref. Page 91 Function Parameter Name Ref. Page Can be edited by
Quick Edit function editing in Play mode.. Can be edited by Control Sliders in real time.. Can be
edited by Quick Edit function and Control Sliders in real time. F4 AlternatePan F3 AltnateGroup
One or the other must be set; the two cannot be used at the same time. Page Ref. At 0, all notes
are the same pitch for the percussion sounds,etc. Cutoff Determines the cutoff frequency for
the Filter, or the central frequency around which the Filter is applied. InsEF Indicates whether
the Insertion effect is applied or not for each part. This is for display purposes only and cannot
be set here. Insertion Effect ElementSw Determines whether or not the selected controller
affects each individual element. Display Parameter Name AlternatePan Alternate Pan Depth
Determines the amount by which the sound of the selected Element is panned alternately left
and right for each note you press. The Pan setting is used as the basic Pan position.
RandomPan Determines the amount by which the sound of the selected Element is panned
randomly left and right for each note you press. Page Plug-in Board. Type Determines the
Equalizer Type. The S90 features a wide selection of various equalizer types, which can be used
not only to EQ Type enhance the original sound, but even completely change the character of
the sound. The particular parameters and settings L. Offsets to the Master shown in the display
Drum Key Edit. To initialize all the mLAN settings above, use the following procedure. From the
second and subsequent key presses, the Positive value arpeggiator note that is played back
depends on the arpeggiator tempo and the timing of For the settings shown in the Scaling is by
example. For the settings shown example table below, the basic Cutoff in the example table
below, the basic frequency value is 64, and the various Offset Amplitude volume value for the
selected In the four-Part display, use the cursor buttons to scroll. Page Appendix Appendix
Information Displays The convenient Information displays let you see at-a- glance some of the
more important settings relevant to each mode. To exit from the display, press the button again
or any other panel button. When PolyExpand Ref. Page Too many favorites. Transmitting MIDI
bulk. Information Display Messages The S90 can control a MIDI device by transmitting note
related data and various types of controller data. Setting the value between 64 turns the
sostenuto on, between 0 - 63 turns the sostenuto off. Page Program Change The S90 does not
transmit this data from the keyboard; however, the S90 does properly respond to this data when
received from an external device. Page Installing Optional Hardware Philips screwdriver. Then
remove all cables connecting the S90 to other devices. Leaving the power cord connected while
working can result in electric shock. Also, make sure to disconnect the S90 from any connected
external devices. Page This indicates that the board has been successfully installed. If this
happens, turn off the power and carefully go through the installation procedure again. Align the
connectors as shown. Underside of the S Page Troubleshooting Is the power of the S90 and any
external equipment connected to the S90 turned on? Page 14 Have you made all the appropriate
level settings â€” including the Master Volume on the S90 and the volume settings on any
connected external equ
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ipment? Page 18 Is the S90 properly connected to related external equipment e. Are you
exceeding the maximum polyphony of the S90? Page 22 Pitch or intervals are wrong. Page Has
the Multi-part Plug-in board been installed to slot 1 or 2? The Multi-part Plug-in board should be
installed to slot 3. Page S90 hangs up or freezes during start up because of a malfunction or
incorrect operation. Yamaha Corp. Page Element Switch Voice Element Page TransmitCh Page
MEMO Page For details of products, please contact your nearest Yamaha or the authorized
distributor listed below. Page This product, when installed as indicated in the instructions
contained in this manual, meets FCC requirements. Modifications not expressly approved by
Yamaha may void your authority, granted by the FCC, to use the product. Page Yamaha Web
Site English only Printed in Japan Print page 1 Print document pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In
OR. Don't have an account? Sign up! Restore password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL.

